Localisations of a locally finitely presentable category A are shown to all arise from Grothendieck topologies on the full subcategory C of finitely presentable objects. Twelve further good structural aspects of C are shown to transfer to A.
In [6] we characterized localisations of locally finitely presentable categories A as those categories E which admit small colimits, finite limits, and a strong generator, and have their filtered colimits commuting with finite limits. We also showed that A is regular if the full subcategory C of A, consisting of the finitely presentable objects, is regular. Now our purpose is to show how to construct all localisations of a given A: they arise from (Grothendieck) topologies on C. We also show that twelve further good properties of C show up in A. Whereas [6] dealt with horn-enriched categories, we content ourselves here with ordinary categories. We let S denote the category of small sets.
Suppose C is a finitely cocomplete, locally small category and suppose A is the category Lex(CoP,S) of left exact presheaves on C. (Each locally finitely presentable category is equivalent to such an A with C small.) Let y : C-+ A denote the Yoneda embedding.
We make repeated use of the following uniformity lemma proved in [6] [4, 5] Proof. (i) Take any manic a H b in A. By the uniformity lemma, this manic is a filtered colimit of a diagram C(-, ui) -+ C(-, Ui) which we can suppose consists of monies by factoring ui-+ Ui into a regular epic followed by a manic, and replacing Ui-$ ui by the manic (recall that y : C-t A preserves limits and finite colimits, and filtered colimits preserve colimits and finite limits). Thus we have pullbacks as below. The regular case appears in [6] and the coregular case in [2] .
(iii) Suppose we have a diagram a + b + c in A and c is the coproduct of objects c1 where A runs over a small set /1. We obtain an arrow C~ + b as the composite c, -+ c --) b. By the uniformity lemma, the diagram a + b + c1 is the filtered colimit of y applied to a diagram Ui + Ui + wAi in C. Let pAi be the pullback of the last diagram. For each finite subset F of /1, let PFi, W,, C, be the coproducts of PAiT W~i, c,, respectively, over the A in F. Since finite coproducts are universal in C, the pullback of ui -+ Ui + wFi is PFi. Let dA, dF be the colimits over i of PAi, PFi, respectively. Then, since colimi y preserves finite limits and finite colimits, dF is the coproduct of those dA with I in F, and d,, dF are the respective pullbacks of a+ b+-ci, a-+ b+-cr. Let d be the coproduct over all the 1 in /1 of the d,; it is also the filtered colimit of the dr over all F. Since filtered colimits commute with finite limits in A, we get that d = colimE dF is the pullback of a -+ b + c. This proves that small coproducts are universal in A. If a -+ 0 is an arrow into the initial object of A, it is the filtered colimit of y applied to a diagram u;-*O of arrows into the strictly initial object of C. So each Ui is initial; so a is initial. So A has a strictly initial object.
It remains to show that, if a -+ c + b are the coprojections into a binary coproduct in A, then the coprojections are manic and their pullback is 0. But this follows by writing a, b as the filtered colimit of y of a diagram Ui, Ui in C, so that a --+ c + b is the filtered colimit of y of the coprojections Ui -+ ui+ Ui +-Ui which are manic with pullback initial, and using the fact that colimi y preserves finite colimits and finite limits.
(iv) This appears in [2] .
(v) For a, b in A, let ui, Ui be as at the end of the proof of (iii). Then a + b z COlimi_Y(u~+U;)ECOlim,y(Z4iXUi)EaX6.
( [5] .
(
(viii) For the Cartesian monoidal structure on C the convolution structure on [Cop,S] is also the Cartesian one [4] . So the result follows from (vi).
(ix) Take a in A. Under the hypotheses on C, the category cl(a) of elements of a satisfies the conditions of C in (viii). So Lex(el(a)OP,S) is Cartesian closed. But Lex(el(a)oP, S) is equivalent to A/a (see [8] , for example). (x) Take any manic a ti b in A. As at the beginning of the proof of (i) we see that this manic is a filtered colimit of y of regular monies Ui H ui in C. Since colim, y preserves regular monies, a H b is regular.
(xi) Of course A is locally finitely presentable. After (ii), (iii), the only Giraud condition remaining to ensure that A is a Grothendieck topos is "every equivalence relation is a kernel pair". But from (i) and (viii) we have that A is an elementary topos and so certainly satisfies the required condition.
From (i) and (vii) we also see that y : C + A is logical.
(xii) A is abelian by (ii), (v), (x). Since A has filtered colimits and these commute with finite limits, A is Grothendieck abelian. The rest is clear. 0
The properties of A of the type in the conclusions of (i)-(v) and (viii)-(xii) above are carried over to all localisations of A. As a final remark, notice that this proposition implies that the logic of a small part of an elementary topos E is no more general than the logic of a small part of a locally finitely presentable Grothendieck topos. For, suppose M is a small set of objects of E. Define @A4 to be the set of objects x of E for which there exist objects ml, m2, . . . , mk of M and a manic x * Bm, x 9m2 x ..f x gmk (where Bm denotes the power object of m). Since the singleton m + 9m is manic, M is contained in QM. Let C be the full subcategory of E consisting of those objects in some QQ . . . QM.
Then C is small, and closed under subobjects, finite products, quotient objects, finite coproducts, and power objects in E. So C is a small elementary logical subtopos of E containing M. Now apply Proposition 2(xi) to embed C logically into a locally finitely presentable Grothendieck topos A.
